Introduction
Many definitions of efficiency to assess the performance of classification or size separation have been proposed by Catlin2), Newton3), Tromp7), Taggert5), Terra6\ Jowett4), and Richards8}. Most of the expressions are concerned with the screening operation in the fields of mineral dressing or coal preparation. In technical operations effectiveness1\ sensitivity, completeness, accuracy, yield, recovery, and rejection are in use rather than the term of efficiency.
Though there are many expressions to assess the performance of classification, most of them do not give a complete measure of classification, and they vary according to the choice of cut size.
Then it is hard to say which one is the best. In this paper, an effective method to assess the performance of classification is proposed to improve these conventional expressions.
Effective Method to Assess Classification Efficiency
Most of the previous definitions to assess classification efficiency have been expressed by a single value, which does not assess the separation clearly. It is desirable that the efficiency expresses both the separation of oversize and undersize particles, or coarse and fine products* *.
The components to assess classification efficiency are given in Table 1 , and the two following methods can be suggested to express the classification efficiency by using two parameters. The term "recovery" means the recovery of undersize or oversize particles that should be classified in each product respectively. The efficiency is defined as follows.
In this method Newton's efficiency is derived as follows.
Efficiency by Purity (^2)
The term "purity" means the purity of each product in respect to the some cut size. The efficiency is definedas follows.
Applying the equilibrium size Dpe to the cut size, the amounts of misplaced materials are equal. b=c
Substitution of Eq. (4) into Eqs. (l) and (3) gives In other words, the recovery and the purity of classification efficiency have the same values.
Classification Efficiency Chart
It is very convenient to use rectangular coordinates Proof: Produce OS to J' and let SJ' be made equal to JS, or produce OT to L' and let TL' be made equal to LT. Join TJ' or SL\ and let the intersection be K and M respectively. KQor TMdenotes the coarse product fraction, and SKor MQdenotes the fine product fraction.
6) Newton's efficiency 7]n
Draw the line from the point P with the slops of -1, and let the intersection on the segment QS be N. SN denotes Newton's efficiency.
7) Effectiveness rje
The product of x and y coordinates denotes effectiveness. The rectangular hyperbola in Fig. 1 shows effectiveness.
Hence rje is always greater than f]n.
The nearer the point P is to the point Q, the better the separation is. Then the point Q denotes the ideal separation. If 0 is greater than tt/4, it means that B/A>1, that is, the fine product is much more than the coarse product. The greater the 0 h, the more the fine product fraction is, vice versa. Example : Assess the performance of classification.
The efficiency is.3?(0.9, 0.7) and £>pe=100 microns.
Solution: By drawing the figure as Fig. 2 The particles less than 100 ft in the fine product=25X0 7=
17.5kg.
The misplaced particles in both products=75-67. 5=25-17. 5=
7.5kg.
If we know only r]n=0.6 and B/F=0.25 on the contrary, the point and other values can be figured out.
Conclusion
Usually an operation of classification gives two products, fine and coarse. However, most of the previous classification efficiencies give only a single value. A classification efficiency is proposed which is expressed by two parameters and denotes the performance of classification in terms of fine and coarse products at the same time.
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